
  

Montreal, February 24, 2014 – Seven  years after its last presentation in Montreal, the fabulous Cloud Gate Dance Theatre of Taiwan and 
its 24 dancers return to Place des Arts’ Théâtre Maisonneuve. In the legendary Songs of the Wanderers, acclaimed in more than 
20 countries since its inception in 1994, the choreographer and artistic director Lin Hwai-min orchestrates a ritual that embraces quietude, 
sculptural poses and frenzy as it recounts part of the history of Buddha. As astoundingly beautiful and visually stunning as Moon Water and 
Wild Cursive, previously presented by Danse Danse in 2004* and 2007, this work features a group of pilgrims who, to the sounds of sublime 
Georgian folk songs, travel through landscapes created by grains of golden rice that fall onstage throughout the performance and onto the 
shaved head of a motionless monk. A grand moment of grace. An unforgettable experience.

CLOUD GATE DANCE THEATRE  
OF TAIWAN BACK WITH  
MYTHICAL WORK

“In all my life I have never seen an audience so enthralled, so 
hypnotized by the beauty and the spirituality of a perform-
ance that they remained standing for 25 minutes, in a most 
religious silence after the final curtain, watching a man, 
alone onstage, meticulously trace some twenty perfectly 
concentric circles in the golden sand that covered the stage.” 
(Le Figaro, Paris) 

SongS of the WandererS (1994)

Inspired by the wealth of religious practices found throughout Asia as 
well as the german novelist Hermann Hesse’s account of Siddhartha’s 
quest for enlightenment, Lin Hwai-min takes us along the path of 
Buddha, transforming ancient rites into vibrant dance theatre.

An amazing visual hymn to spiritual pilgrimage, Songs of the Wanderers 
creates a world of intense veneration, whose evocative power is uni-
versal despite its purely Oriental imagery. The soulful Georgian folk 
songs of the soundtrack are in perfect harmony with the aesthetics 
and theme of the piece. The various tableaux imbued with spirituality 
come to life in an extraordinary set design composed of 3.5 tonnes of 
shimmering grains of golden rice.

* co-presented by the Grands Ballets Canadiens de Montréal
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SongS of the WandererS wILL be PresenTeD  
In MonTreAL FroM MArCH 27 To 29, 2014 AT 8 P.M.

Tickets start at $34 (includes service charge but not taxes)  

Place des Arts box office  
514 842.2112, 1 866 842.2112

new: Youth rate (age 30 and under)  
Get a 20% discount. Certain conditions apply.

Songs of the Wanderers on tour  
At the National Arts Centre in Ottawa from March 21 to 22, 2014.

At the Grand Théâtre de Québec, on March 25, 2014.

After the success of Moon Water and Wild Cursive,  

we were very keen to have Quebecers see this mythical 

work. The dancers are divine, as are the tons of rice 

that fall from the heavens like rain, striking the ground 

like thunder, scattering and scintillating like sparks… 

absolutely breathtaking! A visual splendour with 

music that lends itself to reverent contemplation.

”

“

Next preseNtatioN

THE DIETRICH GROUp
the Land of fUCK (a fable) 

D.A. Hoskins // Cinquième Salle // In co-presentation with  

ApRIL 15 » 16 » 17 » 18 » 19,  2014

A well-known figure on Toronto’s alternative scene, the extravagant 
D.A. Hoskins plays with conventional and totally unexpected images 
that allude to or suggest the word “fuck”. A joyous and demonic 
combination of dance, theatre, music and performance art for an 
informed audience.

Pierre Des Marais and  
Clothilde Cardinal,  
Artistic Co-Directors©
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LIN HWAI-MIN

A writer turned choreographer, Lin Hwai-min studied dance in Taiwan 
and New York. Often inspired by traditional Asian culture and its 
aesthetics, he creates original works with contemporary resonance, 
pieces that have influenced and continue to influence the evolution 
of Asian dance. An eminent dance innovator, he is viewed as a 
master artist who stands alongside other dance giants such as 
George Balanchine and William Forsythe.

He founded Cloud Gate Dance Theatre of Taiwan, and later Cloud 
Gate 2. He established the dance department at the National Taipei 
University of the Arts, and is the artistic director of the Novel Dance 
Series in Taipei. The recipient of numerous distinctions and awards, 
Lin Hwai-min has also been the subject of many documentaries and 
television programs. 

A LEGENDARY COMpANY

The first contemporary dance company ever established in any Chinese-
speaking community, Cloud Gate Dance Theatre of Taiwan was 
founded in 1973. It takes its name from the oldest known dance in 
China. In 2003, in official recognition of the company’s contribution 
to the cultural life of Taipei, municipal authorities proclaimed August 
21 Cloud Gate Day and renamed a road Cloud Gate Lane. In 2010 
a new asteroid discovered by Taiwan’s National Central University was 
also named Cloud Gate.

The Cloud Gate Theatre anchors its rich repertoire in Asian myths, 
folklore and aesthetics. The training of the 24 dancers is based on 
meditation, Qi Gong, martial arts, modern dance, ballet and calligraphy.

Choreography Lin Hwai-min. Music Chants traditionnels géorgiens enregistrés par Rustavi Choir. Lighting Design Chang Tsan-tao. set Design Austin Wang. Costum Design Taurus Wah. Props Design Szu Chien-hua, Yang Cheng-yung. 
Premiere November 4, 1994 at National Theater, Taipei, Taiwan. This tour is made possible by grants from the Ministry of Culture, and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Republic of China (Taiwan)   Photo 1 © Yu Hui-hung. Dancer 
Wu Chun-hsien. Photo 2 © Yu Hui-hung. Dancers Cloud Gate Dance Theatre of Taiwan. Photo 3 (Lin Hwai-min) © Liu Chen-Hsiang. Photo 4 (The Dietrich Group) © Javier Castellanos. Performers Tyler Gledhill, Linnea Swan, Mariana 
Medellin-Meinke, Danielle Baskerville, Andrew Bathory.  GRAPHIC DESIGN Gris-Gris design graphique.

TALK ABOUT DANCE

MeeT THe ArTIsTs
Friday, March 28, 2014
In the theatre following the performance

DAnse DAnse » 514.848.0623 

MeDIA reLATIons » Bérubé & Geoffroy Communications » Benoit Geoffroy » 514.722.9888 » bgeoffroy@videotron.ca » Monique Bérubé » 514.723.4943 » monique.berube44@sympatico.ca
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Visit the Danse Danse website for additional information on dance pieces and the dance companies being featured:  

video excerpts, interviews, photos, full credits and various related hyperlinks.

dansedanse.ca


